
CLASSICAL MUSIC WOULD BE ORDINARY WITHOUT

So to answer your question: it is not only possible, it would be quite ordinary that one could understands and enjoy
classical music - if he has.

This is a time when one cannot only be "definitely exalted and influenced" by Dostoyevsky, etc; but we have
an equal chance, theoretically, to be influenced by Tchaikovsky, Borodin, or whomsoever. This period saw a
massive increase in the composition of music , both sacred and secular. Claudio Arrau Getting a place at a
music conservatory is hard enough for an adult, but Claudio Arrau was studying piano at the Stern
Conservatory of Berlin before he even hit eleven. Secular music was largely influenced by dance , and this in
turn changed the style of scared music. Many different kinds of music influence one another. They study such
things as harmony and counterpoint to help them understand the way that the composers were thinking when
they put the piece together. Even he could milk the market only at a cost of punishing travel. Woodwind
instruments developed from Renaissance instruments, while the clarinet was invented in the middle of the 18th
century, and the saxophone and tuba came even later. They really enjoyed it.. However, it would appear that
young people are being ever more actively dissuaded from having contact with these masters than with the
literary giants. Classical musicians often spend a lot of time thinking carefully about pieces of music,
especially about pieces of music that they perform. Korngold went on to compose his first opera, Der
Schneemann, at age 12, and his first orchestral overture Schauspiel Ouverture by the time he was  PS - you
could always tell your colleagues that they've really gone and hurt your feelings Of course, they will probably
just look down on you as some poor offended nancy boy. Gustav Holst Young Holst learnt the violin and the
piano when he was a child, and started composing at the age of 12 - he even learnt the trombone in the hope it
might cure his asthma. A concert or opera attended by 1, people or more is seen as 'elitist'; a small-scale event
attracting a dedicated handful is regarded as 'popular'" - ie, inverted snobbery at its most pungently
destructive. I do not wish to be unfair, but the only minister I ever saw at a "cultural" event was Roy
Hattersley at an Ibsen play - apart from the last night of the Proms, and a royal concert I arranged to mark the
60th anniversary of the end of the second world war, which they had to attend. Go on, be inspired! Contrast
with pop music and jazz[ change change source ] Although people sometimes think of classical music as the
opposite of pop music, it can still be very popular. In many of the longer compositions, short tunes are
developed and changed during the course of the piece. Yes, I could.


